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One of the more surreal experiences of the holiday season was listening to Mike Ryan and Mark 
McDonald suggesting the next phase of the pandemic will involve the rise of sadism.

December 24th 2021

Dr Mark McDonald has a practice in Los Angeles and is a frequent media guest. He is 
board-certified in both child & adolescent and adult psychiatry, with extensive additional 
training in adult psychoanalysis.

Mark specialises in the evaluation and treatment of young people with mental illness and 
over the past decade of post-graduate training, has supervised and taught medical students, 
residents, and fellows in multiple disciplines of medicine, psychiatry, and therapy.

Ongoing hysteria and a climate of fear promoted by Government and mainstream media 
have had a devastating impact on many of us, which may be difficult to reverse, even in the 
medium term.

Asia Pacific Today with Mike Ryan
https://www.asiapacifictoday.tv/ccovid-hysteria-and-a-climate-of-fear-is-having-a-

devastating-impact-on-the-human-mind/

Are these guys for real?

For powerful people the entire pandemic has been a sadistic wet dream.

Mandating lock-downs for the healthy.
Mandating face masks for the healthy.
Mandating social distancing for the healthy.
Mandating deadly and debilitating clot shots.
Flattening cultures, economies, health care, families, individuals,and  small businesses.
Terrorising populations and restricting freedoms.
Withholding cheap and effective drug treatments.
Culling with care in hospitals and care homes.

Malaga Bay - Medicine
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/category/medicine/

If deterrent punishments are used at all in the code of the future, the deterrent will neither be 
death, nor mutilation of the body, nor mutilation of the life by imprisonment, nor any 
horrible things like that, but good, scientifically caused pain, that will leave nothing but a 
memory.

Anticipations – Herbert George Wells – 1902
https://archive.org/details/anticipationsofr00welliala/page/325

Malaga Bay - H G Wells – The Flipping Fabian
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2018/12/31/h-g-wells-the-flipping-fabian/

For panicked people the pandemic has been a masochistic wet dream with PPE paraphernalia. 

Personal protective equipment (PPE) is protective clothing, helmets, goggles, or other 
garments or equipment designed to protect the wearer's body from injury or infection. 

Wikipedia - Personal Protective Equipment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_protective_equipment

Mark McDonald has argued the Covid mass delusional psychosis is rooted in the natural 
anxieties of women on behalf of their children and families.

Psychiatrist Mark McDonald diagnoses our country as suffering from a mass delusional 
psychosis, driven by a pandemic of fear in response to COVID-19.

As the COVID-19 pandemic unfolded, LA-based psychiatrist Mark McDonald grew 
increasingly concerned by the negative mental health effects he witnessed among his 
patients—and Americans nationwide.

These negative effects—stress, anxiety, depression, addiction, domestic violence, suicidal 
ideation—were all directly traceable to the climate of fear being stoked by public health 
authorities and irresponsibly amplified by national media.

These fears in turn drove a hysterical overreaction from government in the form of 
draconian lockdowns and mask and vaccine mandates of questionable value.

But the fear did not abate and quickly took on a life of its own, becoming an unstoppable 
force in all our lives.

At last McDonald began to speak out, explaining that America is actually suffering from two
pandemics: a viral one and a psychological one, a “pandemic of fear” that is in many ways 
more dangerous and damaging than the virus itself.

Rooted in the natural anxieties of women on behalf of their children and families, 
inflamed and amplified by sensationalistic media, and driven over the top by hamfisted 
authoritarian measures from those in power, McDonald diagnoses the country at large as 
suffering from a mass delusional psychosis.

This is not a metaphor. The malady itself is very real.

Whether we can regain our collective sanity as a society remains to be seen.

United States of Fear: How America Fell Victim to a Mass Delusional Psychosis
Mark McDonald MD - 2021

Amazon US:  https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09LRHHY2M  
Amazon UK: https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B09LRHHY2M

I beg to differ.

Mass Delusional Psychosis is rooted in the primitive dynamics of dominance hierarchy.

A dominance hierarchy, formerly and colloquially called a pecking order, is a type of 
social hierarchy that arises when members of animal social groups interact, creating a 
ranking system.

In social living groups, members are likely to compete for access to limited resources and 
mating opportunities.

Rather than fighting each time they meet, relative rank is established between members of 
the same sex.

Based on repetitive interactions, a social order is created that is subject to change each time 
a dominant animal is challenged by a subordinate one.

In mammals, a dominant individual is sometimes called an alpha, and the lower rank a beta.

Wikipedia - Dominance Hierarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pecking_order

In everyday polite western society the schizoid dynamics of our dominance hierarchies typically 
involves “bullying or fawning, depending on rank and clout”.

Smiley's People - John Le Carre - 1979
https://archive.org/details/smileyspeople0000leca_z9x5/page/47/mode/1up

A brutally honest word for the schizoid dynamics of dominance hierarchies is sadomasochism.

Sadomasochism is the giving and receiving of pleasure from acts involving the receipt or 
infliction of pain or humiliation.

Wikipedia - Sadomasochism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sadomasochism

The capricious nature of the pandemic mandates coupled with their arbitrary enforcement in an era 
of political correctness, gender fluidity, and diversity groupings has unleashed sadomasochism as 
all the new dominance hierarchies try to resolve their [internal and external] pecking orders.

While the terms sadist and masochist refer respectively to one who enjoys giving and 
receiving pain, some practitioners of sadomasochism may switch between activity and 
passivity.

Wikipedia - Sadomasochism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sadomasochism

Passing some form of pain and/or humiliation downwards coupled with passing some form of 
pleasure and/or status upwards is the very essence of our networked dominance hierarchies.

The pain inflicted from above upon any individual will [over time] be pleasurably passed down 
many times over via the individual's [frequently diverse] network of dominance hierarchies.

Wikipedia - Fort Hood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fort_Hood

Delayed gratification, or deferred gratification, is the resistance to the temptation of an 
immediate pleasure in the hope of obtaining a valuable and long-lasting reward in the long-
term. 

In other words, delayed gratification describes the process that the subject undergoes when 
the subject resists the temptation of an immediate reward in preference for a later reward.

Generally, delayed gratification is associated with resisting a smaller but more immediate 
reward in order to receive a larger or more enduring reward later.

A growing body of literature has linked the ability to delay gratification to a host of other 
positive outcomes, including academic success, physical health, psychological health, and 
social competence.

Wikipedia - Delayed Gratification
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delayed_gratification

Human males are traditionally associated with abuse and dominance.

Bottoms Up is a 1960 British comedy film. It stars Jimmy Edwards in a spin-off of his TV 
comedy series Whack-O!, playing the seedy, alcoholic, cane-wielding headmaster of 
Chiselbury School, a fictional British public school. Screenplay was by Michael Pertwee, 
with additional dialogue by Frank Muir and Denis Norden.

Wikipedia - Bottoms Up (1960 film)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bottoms_Up_(1960_film)

Donatien Alphonse François, Marquis de Sade … was born on 2 June 1740, in … Paris … 
and … was educated by an uncle, the Abbé de Sade.

In Sade's youth, his father abandoned the family; his mother joined a convent.
…
Later in his childhood, Sade was sent to the Lycée Louis-le-Grand in Paris, a Jesuit college,
for four years … he was subjected to "severe corporal punishment," … "flagellation" 
and “he spent the rest of his adult life obsessed with the violent act.”

Wikipedia - Marquis de Sade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marquis_de_Sade#Early_life_and_education

Flagellation, flogging or whipping is the act of beating the human body with special 
implements such as whips, rods, switches, the cat o' nine tails, the sjambok, the knout, etc.

Wikipedia - Flagellation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flagellation

However, bonobo females are associated with dominance and co-dominance.

The bonobo is one of the few mammals with female-biased dominance.

Wikipedia - Dominance Hierarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pecking_order

The bonobo is an endangered great ape … distinguished by relatively long legs, pink lips, 
dark face, tail-tuft through adulthood, and parted long hair on its head.
…
Along with the common chimpanzee, the bonobo is the closest extant relative to humans.
…
Although a male bonobo is dominant to a female in a dyadic interaction, depending on the 
community, socially-bonded females may be co-dominant with males or dominant over 
them (even to the extent that females can coerce reluctant males into mating with them).

Wikipedia - Bonobo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bonobos

So it's very possible the human Karen doth protest too much about toxic masculinity.

Karen … demanding beyond the scope of what is normal … and seeking to control …

Wikipedia - Karen (slang)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Karen_(slang)

The concept of toxic masculinity is used in academic and media discussions of masculinity 
to refer to certain cultural norms that are associated with harm to society and men 
themselves. Traditional stereotypes of men as socially dominant, along with related traits 
such as misogyny and homophobia, can be considered "toxic" due in part to their promotion 
of violence, including sexual assault and domestic violence.

Wikipedia - Toxic Masculinity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Toxic_masculinity

"The lady doth protest too much, methinks" … to indicate doubt of someone's sincerity …

Wikipedia - The lady doth protest too much, methinks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doth_protest_too_much

After all:

The sadomasochist tango takes two.

Typically, flogging is imposed on an unwilling subject as a punishment; however, it can also
be submitted to willingly for sadomasochistic pleasure, or performed on oneself, in 
religious or sadomasochistic contexts.

Wikipedia - Flagellation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flagellation

BDSM is a variety of often erotic practices or roleplaying involving bondage, discipline, 
dominance and submission, sadomasochism, and other related interpersonal dynamics.

Wikipedia - BDSM
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BDSM

Either way:

The BDSM Behaviour table suggests sadomasochists enjoy playing doctors and nurses and that 
observation might explain why cavorting culling crews make the pandemic painful for patients.

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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